
 
 

 

 

 

 

LTSSMaryland Monthly Spotlight 
August 7 

Welcome to the latest newsletter! Your guide to new functionalities, upcoming upgrades, and 

bug fixes. 

 
There are no major LTSSMaryland or Provider Portal updates scheduled for the upcoming maintenance 

period at this time.  

Other Updates 
Select minor enhancements and bug fixes in LTSSMaryland 

 Corrected an issue where DDA Regional Office (RO) Directors, RO Provider Relations Directors 

and RO Provider Relations staff were able to edit the “Allow Login” field when creating 

LTSSMaryland user profiles. Now “Allow Login” in LTSS will be restricted to only LTSS Helpdesk 

users. 

 Corrected an issue where the Overall Decision Form (ODF) date for one DDA participant was 

inadvertently set years in the future, preventing their Person Centered Plan (PCP) from being 

approved. 

 Corrected an issue where the system would incorrectly pre-populate the ‘Residential’ field 

with “no” within the Pre-ATP Questionnaire section of the DDA ATP form. 

 Corrected an issue causing an invalid Self-Direction PCP error resulting from an incorrect 

service ID being applied from a copied or revised PCP of a differing program type. 

 Corrected an issue where a REM client had multiple in-progress Case Management Plans.  

 Corrected a defect where the Plan of Service (POS) max weeks allowed was not updating 

when using temporary service lines. 

 Corrected an issue that prevented users from clicking the “Submit” button on some 

Provisional Plans of Service. 

 Corrected an issue that allowed users to enter invalid characters into the “Event Time” field of 

the Reportable Event Form. 

 Corrected an issue that was causing MDC provider agency staff to not display when 

completing MDC provider staff assignments. 

 Corrected an issue preventing sorting of columns in the new “Current Assignments Report”. 

 

Select minor enhancements and bug fixes in Provider Portal 

 Corrected an issue that prevented the ‘Invoice Number’ within the DDA State Payment Report 

from generating for all providers. 

 Corrected an issue that was bringing some services out of “Not Authorized” status and putting 

them in a “Needs Authorization” status when a provider or MDH would submit a new service. 

 

LTSSMaryland’s Mission 

“To provide an online solution to coordinating Medicaid Home and Community-Based Services 

across programs.” 

 

August 
Maintenance 
Window 
 
Friday, August 6 9:00 pm 
to  
Saturday, August 7 7:00 am  
(10 hours) 

 
LTSSMaryland updates 
will be available after this 
maintenance window 

 
 
Future 
Release News! 
 

Next major release: 

September 11, 2021 

Look out for the next 

newsletter for more 

information on this 

release! 

 

 

 
 

Any questions?  

 

Please contact your MDH 

program liaison. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


